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sightings oflunidentified ft.ytng objects
OVER SPAIN AND AFRICA, JULY OCTOBER 1952

DISKS APPEAR OVER MARRAKECH^^E&'batj L’Ecbo du Maroc, 17 Jul 52 :

^co7
torrakeCb (

!
peclal correspondent)^* At 2100 hours /presumably on 16 duly1952/, a^ny people saw a large, luminous disk flying horizontally, with a leap-ing and bounding motion. Then, there was a buret of light. A second disk 0/smaller dimensions appeared,- going off horizontally toward the southwest. Thewhole appearance lasted about one minute.

From several points of the Marrakech region, luainous disks were seen
traveling at a dizzy speed.

i
nylng «aucers had been seen over the Ifrane region, flyingtoward Mefaes. 0 * ^ >

LUMINOUS DISK OR BALL SEEN OVER MOULAY BOUSSELHA.M -- Rabat, L’Echo d» Karoc
5 Aug 52 ' ,

On 2 August 1952, at about 2045 hours, a group of five trustworthy t>er-
sons saw a luminous disk or ball m the Bky over Moulay Bousselhaa, French Mo-
rocco. The object, red in the center and bluish around the edge, flew very Irapidly from southeast to northwest, remaining risible for at least 20 secondsbefore it disappeared over the horizon.

LUMINOUS OBJECTS BEEN OVER ALGERIA - - Oran, Oran Republicain, 16 Aug 52

In Ain Sefra, on the night of. 12 August 1QS2. a rsilrmii * ount nhaa-m** .
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SIGHTINGS OP UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
OVER SPAIN AND AFRICA r JULY^OCTOBER 1952

DISKS APPEAR OVER KARRAKECH - Rabat, L'Echo du toroc, 17 Jul $2

- oco7
Karrakech correspondent)^. At 2100 hours presumably on 16 July

1952/, many people sav & large, luminous disk flying horizontally, vith a leap,ing and bounding notion. Then, there vas a burst of light.
:

A second disk of
P

smaller dimensions appeared, going off hor Itontally tovard the soutbvest. Thevhole appearance lasted about one minute. 1

rae ~

From several points of the Karr&kech region, luminous disks were seentraveling at a d izzy speed. •

tward^Les
1^ flying eaucers had been seen over the Ifr&ne region, flying

UJM1HQUS DISK OR BALL SEEN OVER MOULAY BOUSSELHAM -
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5 Aug 52
Rabat, L’Bcho dn Karoc,

On 2 Augus t 1952, at about 20U5 hours, a group of five trustworthy per-sons lava luminous disk or ball in the sky over Moulay Bousselhaa, FrenchMo.
rocco. pe object, red in the center and bluish around the edge, fley very i

r?
ldly

;fT southeast to northwest, remaining visible for at least 20 secondsbefore It disappeared over the horizon.

LUMINOUS OBJECTS SEEN OVER ALGERIA -- Oran, Oran Republicain, 1

l6 Aug 52
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Q khe ni^ of, 12 August 1952, a railroad 'agent observed a

v11
v 5

1x4 #uddenl7 aPP*arl“€ against a background of clouds, racing acrossthe sky from east to vest and leaving behind a luminous pink trail. Apparently
increasing in volume, the object stopped suddenly, became bright red, andseemed to explode, but the observer did not hear any noise.
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At 2115 hours on 14 August 1952, two persons In the city of Constantine

gav a luminous object flying at high speed toward Guelma. According to the

witnesses, the apparatus^ which had no resemblanc e to ft flying saucer, emitted

a very bright light. At the time this happened, the local weather bureau had

not launched any weather balloons.

The same day, at 1920 hours, many people at the docks of Fhilippeville

saw in the sky an enormous red disk going from north to west, leaving behind

a greenish trail.

SAUCER-LIKE CRAFT SEES IS SPAIN — Tangier, Espana, 12 Aug 52 .

According’ to the Cifra news agency, on the evening of 10 August 1952, a

resident of Cuenca, Spain, while walking along the Cuenca-Kadrid road, saw an

object similar to the so-called flying' sauc ers. It crossed the sky at high

speed in a matter .of seconds. The object was rouDd and gave off two luminous

trails,
,

^ '

OBSERVE TWO STRANGE FLYING OBJECTS IE SPAIN — Tangier, Espana, 22 Aug 52

Several inhabitants of Puerto Real, 6 kilometers from San Fernando, re-

cently saw two elongated oval objects in the sky approaching each other from

opposite directions . When it seemed that they were about to collide, each ob-

Ject made a right turn;" picked up speed, and then disappeared.^ The objects

flew at a great height, seemed lead-gray in color, and appeared to be piloted.

LUMINOUS OBJECT SEEN OVER MALLORCA -- Tangier, Espana, k Sep 52

On 3 September 1952, late at night, four professors of the Seraphic Sem-

inary in Palma, Mallorca Islajvi, noticed a luminous disk in the sky, traveling

from vest to east. They sai d that it could not have been a shooting star and

that they were giving the report as objectively as possible in its bareBt de-

tails to provide another item for the study of the flying saucer phenomenon—

TWO METEOROLOGISTS SEE SAUCERS IN UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA — Oran, L’Echo d’Oran,

8 Sep 52

On the morniDg of 6 September 19527^Ticeteorologist was . taking weather

observations in Durban, Union of South Africa, when be saw a white object mov-

ing smoothly across his field of vision. After two more had appeared and

passed in the Bame manner,- he called a. ctworker, with whom he observed three

more saucers. He was able to follow one of them with a theodolite, which in-

dicated that the object was at a high altitude.„ Itlhad^ahput the same shape

as a weather balloon which vas then at an altitude of only 3*500 meterB. The

spherical objects appeared to be at an altitude above 6,500 meters.

Both men have been meteorologists for some time (the second man is the di-

rector of the weather bureau at Natal). Their information vas written into the

records of the local meteorological office.

THOUSANDS WITNESS SAUCER OVER MOROCCO AND TANGIER — Casablanca, Maroc-Freeee,

22 Sep 52
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sav in the sky an enormous red disk going from north to vest, leaving behind

a greenish trail.

SAUCER-LIKE CRAFT SEES IS SFAIN — Tangier, Espana, 12 Aug 52

According to the Cifra nevs agency, on the evening of 10 August 195%, a

resident of Cuenca, Spain, vhile vslking along the Cuehea-Kadrid road, sav an

object similar to the so-called flying" saucers. It crossed the sky at high

speed in a matter .of seconds. The object vas round and gave off two luminous

trails.

OBSERVE WO STRANGE FLYING OBJECTS IN SPAIN — Tangier, Espana, 22 Aug 52

Several inhabitants of Puerto Real, 6 kilometers from San Fernando, re-

cently sav tvo elongated oval objects in the sky approaching each other from

opposite directions. When ifseemed that they vere about to collide, each ob-

ject made a right turn, picked up speed, and then disappeared. The objects

flev at a great height, seemed lead-gray in color, and appeared to be piloted.

LUMINOUS OBJECT SEEN OVER MALLORCA -- Tangier, Espana, H Sep 52

On 3 September 1952, late at night, four professors of the Seraphic Sem

iaary in Palma, Mallorca Island, noticed a luminous disk in the sky, traveling

from vest to east. They said that it could not have been a shooting star_.and_.

that they vere giving the report as objectively as possible in its barest de-

tails to provide another item for the study of the flying saucer phenomenon.

WO METEOROLOGISTS SEE SAUCERS IN UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA — Oran, L 1 Echo d’ Oran,

8 Sep 52

On the morning of 6 September 1952, a meteorologist vas taking veather

observations in Durban, Onion of SWth Africa, vhen he sav a vhite objeot mov-

ing smoothly across his field of vision. After tvo more bad appeared and

passed In the same manner, heTcalled a. ccworker, vith vhom he observed three

more saucers. He vas able to follov one of them vith ajtheodollte, vhich in-

dicated that the object vas at a high altitude.
.
It bad about the same shape

aB a veather balloon vhich vas then at an altitude of only 3j500 meters. The

spherical objects appeared to be at ah altitude above 6,500 meters.

Both men have been meteorologists for some time (the second man is the di-

rector of the veather bureau at Natal). Their infomat ion vas vritten into the

records of the local meteorol ogicaloff Ice.
%

THOUSANDS WITNESS SAUCER OVER MOROCCO AND TANGIER— Casablanca, Maroc-Fresee,

22 Sep 52

On 21 September 1952, at about 1820 hours, an unusual object, possibly a

saucer, flev at great speed over Casablanca. Shortly afterwards, about 15 tel-

ephone calls vere received from local residents, and our Tangier correspondent
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called to say that he had seen the object going from east to vest at 1815 hours

(about 2-5 minutes before it flev over Casablanca!)* Also, tvo observers .in

the Hefifik River valley were able to time the passage of the object vith a

chronometer; it vas then 1017 hours, and the object vss coming from the direc-

tion of Rabat, traveling from east to vest.

Some of the reports gave the following" details about the object: luminous,

cigar-shaped, and giving off a silvery smoke trail; a luminous, whitish-green

globe ending in a long cone and flying about 700 feet up, the same as a plane

which flev by at the same time (outside of Casablanca) ; and a flaming, globe-

shaped mass trailing white smoke in puffs, as though puff followed an explo-

sion -- the object stopped short a moment and revolved on itself, emitting a

shower of sparks about its cone.

About 6,000 spectators at a boxing match In Casablanca saw the object

pass over the arena. In Louis Gen,til, rsumerous persons sav it at l8l8 hour6,

flying from east to vestr^ In Marrakech, it made its appearance for 5 seconds

at 1830 hours, when it vas clearly seen by three persons who described it as

a meteor, again traveling from east to vest.

REPORT STRANGE OBJECT OVER TANGIER AND FIS -- Tea, Le Courrier du Karoc,

22 Sep 52

On 21 September 1952, at 1815 hours, many people at a beach 17 kilometers

from Tangier sav toward the south a luminous disk of a diameter close to that

of the setting sun, flying horizontally from east to vest. After holding Its

course for about 12 seconds^ the disk, vhich looked like a brightly illuminated

metal object^- suddenly emitted tvo great streaks of fl&oeeand disappeared..

At 1820 hours, a strange object was also seen in^the sky over FesrFrench^
Morocco, flying at high speed from east to vest and leaving behind a luminous

white trail.

PILOT GETS CLOSE VIEW OF SAUCER FOR BRIEF INTI3(VAL -- Casablanca, Maroc-Presse,

23 Sep 52

The pilot of a tourist plane reports that oh 21 September 1952, he flev

for 10 seconds and about 50 meters in the same direction as the flying saucer

so widely observed that day. This former military pilot, whose name is Craze,

answered specific questions put to him and gave the. following information

:

As he vas preparing to land at an a irfield In Casablanca ,
at 1025 hours,

he noticed the strange object about 30 meters to -the leftTof bis plane (a

ground mechanic later verified this, as he sav a luminous object fly between

himself and the plane). It was flying horizontally from east to vest, along

the same line of flight as that maintained by Creze. The latter was doing 220

kilometers an hour at the time,- at an altitude of U50 meters, and the object

vas going about twice as fast. He motioned to his passenger, who sav it too.

It looked like a bright blue-green flame and had^n^blong cigar-like shape.

He heard no noise caning fran it. After it passed the plane, it disappeared

in the direction of the sea. The pilot did not attempt to pursue it, fearing

the same fate as that of the US pilot ^Captain Mantel^. !

. t
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That same evening, In Azemaour, French Morocco, a French couple and their

farm workers heard a loud explosion as the strange flying object passed by.

This is the first report we have of any sound heard from such objects. Other

reports were received from Fes, Meknes, and Safi, where In each case the sight-
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globe ending in a long cone and flying about 700 feet up, the sane as a plane

which flev by at the same time (outside of Casablanca) ; and a flaming, globe-

shaped mass trailing white smoke in puffs, as though puff followed an explo-

sion -- the object stopped short a moment and revolved on itself, emitting a

ehcver of sparks about its cone. ^
About 6,000 spectators at a boxing match in Casablanca sav the object

pass over the arena. In Louis Gen,til, numerous persons eav it at l8l8 hours,

flying from east to vest. In K&rrakechyHt made its appearance for 5 seconds

at 1830 hours, vhea it vas clearly seen by three persons vho described it as

a meteor, again traveling from east to vest. '

RETORT STRANGE OBJECT OVER TANGIER AND FES -- Fes, Le Courrier du Maroc,

22 Sep 52

On 21 September 1952, at 1815 hours, many people at a beach 17 kilometers

from Tangier sav toward the south a luminous disk of a diameter close to that

of the setting sun, flying horizontally from east to vest. After holding its

course for about 12 seconds, the disk, which looked like a brightly illuminated

metal object, suddenly emitted tvo great streaks of flames and disappeared.

At 1820 hours, a strange object vas also seen in the sky over Fes, French

Morocco, flying at high speed from east to vest and leaving behind a luminous

vhite trail.

PILOT GETS CLOSE VIE* CF SAUCER TOR BRIEF INTERVAL _e- .Casablanca, Maroc -Presse,

23 Sep 52

The pilot of a tourist plane reports that on 21 September 1952, be flev

for 10 seconds and about 50“meters in the same direction as the flying saucer

so widely observed that day. This former military pilot, vhose name is Creze,

answered epec^ic questions put to him and gave the following information:

As he was preparing to land at an airfield in Casablanca ,
at 1825 hours,

he noticed the strange obj ect about 30 meters to^the left of bis plane (a

ground mechanic later verified this, as he saw a luminous object fly betveen —
himself and the plane). It was flying horizontally from east to vest, aloog

the same line of flight as that maintained by CrcacY The latter vas doing 220

kilometers an hour at the time, at an altitude of ^50 meters, and the object

vas going about twice as fast. He motioned to his passenger, vho sav it too. —
It looked like a bright blue-green flame and had an oblong cigar-like shape.

He heard 00 noise coming from it . After it paseedthe plane, it disappeared

in the direction of the sea. The pilot did notr&ttcapt tb^ pursue it, fearing

the same fate as that of the US pilot ^Captain Mantcll7

•
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That same evening, in Azemmour, French Morocco, a French couple and their

farm workers heard a loud explosion as the strange flying object passed by.

This is the first report ve have of any sound heard from such objects. Other

reports vere received from FesyMekhe s, and Safi, whe re in each case the sight-

ing vas said to have occurred at 1820 hours.
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BELIEVE OBJECT OVER MOROCCO ORLT A METEOR — Rabat, L'Echo da Maroc, 22 Sep 5?

On 21 September 1552, at l8l8 hours, the mysterious flying Object seen In — .

ail Morocco and beyond vas observed over Rabat, It seems more likely, however
that this time, it v&s a meteor, because the trajectory of the object vus

given as rectilinear, it did not maneuver in the vay saucers are said to do,

and its entire body vas incandescent, vbich is not true of flying machines.

The object vas variously described as an oraoge-colored ball of fire, an

arrov, or a cone-shaped object trailing a bright green-blue cloud of smoke,

heading from east to vest and parallel to the coast , and moving at the speed

of a conventional plane at an altitude of about 1,000 meters. The object vas

visible for only a fev seconds. After it passed a thin, vbite trail of smoke ;

remained visible for about 5 minutes. ^— •

GIVE DERAILS ON MYSTERIOUS OBJECT FLYING OYER IVORY COAST -- Ab idJan, La Cote

d'Ivoire, 8 Oct 52

Three members of a family iu Abidjan declared that shortly after 0130 , V: 4
hours on 3 October 1952, a bright gees light flashed froiT the east across the :

*

sky, seemingly the exhaust of some craft. The latter vas moment&rily motion-

less, at vhich time it seemed orapge red in color. Then it revolved about it-

X

self in a ring of fire, zig-zagging upvard and remaining in the -same area of

the sky. As it moved, it assumed various shapes, flat, round, and oval. Its

color varied then from purple to gold. After many rapid, noiseless turns, it

dvindled ta site, turned green, and dleappeared -- that vas at~about 0200 hours.
~~

:

The three observers gave the impression of being quite level-headed.



The object vas variously described as an orange-colored ball of fire, an

arrow, or a cone-shaped object trailing a bright green-blue cloud of smoke,

heading from east to vest and parallel to the coast, and moving at the speed

of a conventional plane at an altitude of about 1,000“meters~ The object vas

visible for only a fev seconds. After It passed a thin, "white trail of amok#

remained visible for about 5 minutes. *

„

GIVE DETAILS OS MYSTERIOUS OBJECT FLYHS OVER IVORY COAST -- Abidjan, La Cote i

d'Ivoire, 8 Oct 52

Three members of a family in Abidjan declared that shortly after 0130 _ *V 1

hours on 3 October 1952, a bright green light flashed from the east across the

sky, seemingly the exhaust of some craft. T^^lattef vAs momeht8.rily motion- _ ' i

lees, at which' time it seemed orange red In color. Then It revolved about It-

self In a ring of fire, zig-zagging upward and remaining in the- same area of

the sky. As it moved, it assumed various shapes, flat, round7 and oval. Its 7

color varied then from purple to gold. After many rapid, noiseless turns, it

dwindled in size, turned green, and disappeared —that vas at about 0200 hours.

The three observers gave the Impression of being quite level-headed. I "
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